CALL TO ORDER – ROLL CALL

Chairperson Stan Hayes called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m.

Present: Chairperson Stan Hayes; Vice Chairperson Robert Bornstein, Ph.D.; Secretary Sam Altshuler, P.E.; and Council Members Jennifer Bard, Jeffrey Bramlett, Harold Brazil, Jonathan Cherry, John Holtzclaw, Ph.D., Gary Lucks, J.D., Jane Martin, Dr.P.H., Estes Al Phillips, and Jessica Range.

Absent: Council Members Louise Bedsworth, Ph.D., Benjamin Bolles, Kraig Kurucz, Liza Lutzker, Kathryn Lyddan, Dorothy Vura-Weis, M.D., M.P.H., and Murray Wood.

Also Present: None.

OPENING COMMENTS

None.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

None.

CONSENT CALENDAR

1. Approval of Minutes of the May 9, 2012, Advisory Council Regular Meeting

Member Altshuler requested an amendment to the second to last paragraph on page 9, to read, “…cited a wood smoke study referenced provided earlier by Eric Stevenson…”

Member Holtzclaw requested an amendment to the second paragraph on page 4, to read, “…exampled e.g, formaldehyde as a problematic byproduct of the reaction…”

Member Holtzclaw made a motion to approve the minutes of May 9, 2012, as amended. Member Altshuler seconded the motion; unanimously approved without objection.
DISCUSSION

2. Discussion of draft report on the Advisory Council’s May 9, 2012, meeting

Chairperson Hayes made introductory comments regarding the speakers and report drafting process. Members Cherry and Altshuler made introductory comments regarding the draft report currently under review. Member Cherry invited input from the Members on the sections within the report as follows:

Summary

Chairperson Hayes suggested, regarding paragraph one, line four, the insertion of an apostrophe after “Hildemann.”

Key Points – Dr. Lynn M. Hildemann

Member Holtzclaw suggested, regarding bullet four, sub-bullet three, that range hood effectiveness is dependent upon the quality of the filter installed, such as a High Efficiency Particulate Arresting (HEPA) filter, and it venting outdoors is better. Member Altshuler questioned whether a range hood can be equipped with a HEPA filter and said that if it vents outdoors there is no need for a filter. Member Bornstein suggested the insertion of “vented.” Member Bramlett said that the norm for range hoods is to vent inside so clarification is advisable. Member Cherry suggested, regarding the second-to-last line on the page, replacing “a” with “an outdoor vented.”

Member Bornstein questioned, regarding bullet one, the appropriateness of grouping two types of sources with proximity. Chairperson Hayes suggested the Key Points portion of the report should reflect what was presented. Member Cherry answered that it currently reads as presented but conceded that “greatest risks” could be omitted. Member Bornstein suggested there is a better way to say what was presented in light of wind and mixing as factors. Chairperson Hayes asked if wind was a factor for indoor exposure. Member Bornstein responded that circulation applies. Member Cherry invited the forwarding of written comments or suggested revisions.

Member Bornstein suggested, regarding bullet two, replacing “that want” with “have a tendency to” and Member Cherry agreed. Member Altshuler suggested instead replacing “want” with “far more likely” and Member Cherry agreed.

Member Bornstein suggested, regarding bullet four, sub-bullet two, replacing “more than 3” with “several” to accurately capture more situations. Chairperson Hayes urged the Council not to misrepresent what was said. Member Bornstein said that the Council doesn’t want to change it too much or, alternately, to imply that her figure is a hard fact. Member Altshuler suggested replacing it with “significantly” and Chairperson Hayes agreed.

Key Points – Dr. William W. Nazaroff

Chairperson Hayes asked, regarding bullet one, if “convenience” is a good choice of words as its meaning is unclear. Member Cherry explained the use of the term and suggested replacing “convenience” with “number of.”
Chairperson Hayes suggested, regarding bullet three, sub-bullet two, replacing “managed to enter” with “infiltrated.”

Chairperson Hayes asked, regarding bullet three, sub-bullet three, about whether the use of “tendency” is ideal. Member Bornstein said there is no tendency in this case as it is an absolute. Chairperson Hayes suggested amending the phrase to read “because warm air rises in the home.”

Member Phillips suggested, regarding bullet two, replacing “intensive” with “standard.” Member Bramlett responded that the suggestion makes a good point but neither word is accurate. Member Bornstein suggested detailing the number of houses involved and methodology used and deleting “intensive.” Chairperson Hayes said that it was unclear how to accurately detail the studies and suggested that “intensive” be deleted. Member Cherry agreed and stated that the number of studies could be inserted as taken from the presentation material.

Member Range suggested, regarding bullet three, the parenthetical note be replicated and inserted relative to some of the Key Points attributed to Dr. Hildemann, particularly bullet 5, sub-bullet 2 regarding cigarette smoke and motor vehicle emissions. Member Bramlett agreed with Member Range and suggested the note be placed at the beginning of the Key Points relative to both presenters. Member Phillips said the focus on indoor environments is at odds with the reference to “outdoor studies.” Member Bramlett said the report did a good job of avoiding the problem described by Member Phillips. Member Cherry said cigarette smoke was not made a focus of the report as it is covered elsewhere and noted difficulties attendant with making generalities of this kind. Members Phillips and Range discussed the best way to summary this aspect of the study. Member Bornstein said the language is good as it makes clear that proximity is modified by conditions.

Member Bornstein noted, regarding bullet one, that two studies are attributed to Dr. Nazaroff but there are three listed, homes, non-smoking homes and schools. Member Martin said there were only two studies, homes and schools, but that the homes study sampled both smoking and non-smoking homes. Member Bornstein said it is presented in the report as though it was three studies and suggested the parenthetical note be expanded into a complete sentence. Member Lucks suggested inserting “study” after “sample.” Member Altshuler said these were Dr. Nazaroff’s words. Member Bornstein said that the wording is of the cryptic sort found in PowerPoint presentations and suggested that it be moved up within the bullets. Member Cherry agreed.

Chairperson Hayes called out the parenthetical phrase in bullet four, sub-bullet two, as being incomplete in some way. Member Bornstein asked if a conclusion should be added. Chairperson Hayes suggested adding, “allowing infiltration of UFP” at the end of the last sentence. Member Phillips noted the lack of quantifiable data in the school study, noted his personal experience with windows and doors, and expressed his difficulty with the assumptions made in the study. Chairperson Hayes suggested, regarding bullet four, sub-bullet three, replacing “managed to enter” with “infiltrated.”

Gary Kendall, Advisory Council Liaison, asked, regarding bullet four, sub-bullet three, if the observation that “38% of UFPs contained in outdoor air managed to enter the classroom” is an accurate characterization as opposed to reporting that 38% of the total indoor ultra-fine particulate matter (UFP) are from outdoor sources. Member Bramlett suggested the report may
be over generalizing and urged caution about extrapolating from the presentations when there are so many variables. Chairperson Hayes noted the presence of the note about sample size and extrapolation. Member Bornstein suggested rewriting this portion to report that concentrations are higher with windows and doors open without providing numbers. Member Holtzclaw suggested generalizing the phrase and adding, “as much as 38% in one study.”

Chairperson Hayes noted the wealth of information presented and expressed his doubt about how best to accurately convey the concept being discussed. Member Cherry disagreed with Mr. Kendall’s assessment and said he believes it reads correctly as written. Chairperson Hayes referred to the PowerPoint presentation provided by Dr. Nazaroff, which shows an average amount and a range from 16 – 51%, and suggested the average be retained and the range be inserted in parenthesis for both percentages. Member Bornstein said these are initial measurements coming from a new field of study that should not be solidified by being cited in this report and suggested replacing “38%” with “up to half” and “60%” with “increase by a factor of almost two.” Member Bard inquired about the accuracy of “and/or” relative to an HVAC system being on. Member Cherry responded that this is how it was presented. Chairperson Hayes proposed leaving the numbers as written with the addition of the range. Member Bornstein asked if the “Note by Advisory Council” might be reworded to read more like something that was presented to the Council. Member Bramlett said that Member Range suggested moving the note to the beginning of the report. Member Range said they are different notes and reiterated her suggestion that the general note be inserted early in the report.

Member Altshuler noted the absence of ventilation levels and breathing rate as variables that are generally considered in exposure studies.

Member Bramlett said the Council is struggling with standard exposure assessment categories, noted the admittedly narrow scope of the presentations, and suggested the Council stop trying to clarify in every instance how these studies are narrow in scope. Chairperson Hayes asked if there should not be a note or, if so, in which instances. Member Bramlett responded that the note should be included but the Council should resist conditioning its statements throughout the report. Chairperson Hayes explained how this can be achieved through the Key Points and Emerging Issues sections. Member Bornstein asked if the note should be inserted before Emerging Issues. Member Cherry responded that part of the note should be inserted at the beginning of the report and another part in Emerging Issues. Member Bramlett and Chairperson Hayes agreed.

**Emerging Issues**

Member Altshuler asked, regarding number 3, if there is a foundation of evidence for the claim relative to insoluble UFP. Member Cherry said the question is a good one and Dr. Nazaroff said it more than once but the implication was unclear. Member Martin said she asked Dr. Nazaroff about it after the presentation and he said that terpenes are not insoluble and the topic is one which requires further work in his opinion. Member Holtzclaw said he would like to see more explanation added. Member Bard suggested it remain but with clarification, perhaps by inserting a Key Point on the topic. Member Altshuler said it is not new information.
Member Holtzclaw said the Council previously reported that particulate matter (PM) levels are indicative of UFP levels in an as yet to be determined way but that Drs. Hildemann and Nazaroff suggested otherwise and asked if something to this effect should be captured in the report to counter the earlier Council report. Member Altshuler disagreed and said the previous Council report concluded that focusing on fine particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) is a good strategy for addressing UFP and they were not characterized as being surrogates for each other. Member Holtzclaw suggested including in the report a retraction. Member Altshuler responded that a retraction may not be accurate. Member Holtzclaw recalled that Dr. Hildemann said when one goes up, the other goes down and vice versa, resulting in a reciprocal relationship of some sort. Member Bornstein said this is an important new fact and suggested that something on this topic should be included in the report. Member Range said the report is meant to separate any conclusions about indoor and outdoor monitoring as the relationship between PM$_{2.5}$ and UFP was not a focus of the presentations. Chairperson Hayes said that he imagines a pie chart representing all health risk from PM exposure with only a portion of that pie falling within the Air District’s regulatory territory and suggested the report needs to tie the information in the presentations to the mission of the Air District or, in other words, monitoring of and regulations relating to outdoor air quality, because readers may dismiss the report if it is solely focused on indoor air quality. Jean Roggenkamp, Deputy Air Pollution Control Officer, stated that the Council is grappling with something that is truly an emerging issue and while it is correct that the Air District does not have regulatory authority over indoor air pollution sources, the authority exists relative to indoor sources that affect the public air quality, such as wood stoves, fireplaces and water heaters. Ms. Roggenkamp added that if an emerging issue is identified as affecting the public in a significant way, the Board of Directors will take interest. Member Lucks recalled a time about ten years ago when the State Legislature entertained a bill to establish indoor ambient air quality standards with a focus on indoor sources and the question arose then relative to where the authority to regulate the same would lie.

Chairperson Hayes suggested recasting numbers 1 and 2. Member Bornstein suggesting moving number 4 to the number 2 position. Chairperson Hayes suggested moving number 2 to the number 1 position to highlight the source issue. Member Cherry suggested expanding it so as to help bridge the information with the Air District’s authority to regulate. Member Bramlett said the changes are fine but shouldn’t an additional Emerging Issue be added to provide context in terms of prioritization of issues for the Air District. Member Bornstein asked if it is more appropriate in Emerging Issues or Recommendations and Member Bramlett responded that either is fine. Chairperson Hayes suggested it be in both sections. Member Bornstein suggested it be placed in Emerging Issues with the implications therefrom serving to formulate a Recommendation. Ms. Roggenkamp clarified that past practice is to include it in both sections. Member Bard suggested the addition of two additional items in Emerging Issues, studies on indoor air quality in regards to HVAC effectiveness and the issue of UFP from outdoor tobacco smoking being higher than that of automobile traffic, and noted the Board of Directors has considered regulation of tobacco smoke in the past. Member Bramlett suggested, regarding the HVAC effectiveness item, noting a review of existing studies and a suggestion for additional study as needed. Member Cherry said that it is in Recommendations. Member Bornstein suggested that the complicated role of HVAC should be added to Emerging Issues. Chairperson Hayes agreed. Member Lucks added that tobacco smoke contains toxic air contaminants that would provide some jurisdictional basis for the Air District.
Eric Stevenson, Director of Technical Services, said the speakers scheduled for the September meeting of the Council may address some aspects of the proposed Emerging Issues by Member Bard in the course of their presentations on limiting exposure. Member Bard stated that Emerging Issues should not be limited by the Council’s perceived authority of the Air District. Member Range stated her disagreement with including an Emerging Issue relative to the tobacco smoke and roadway exposure comparison as there were a number of issues with the study. Member Altshuler agreed and expressed his discomfort with the data presented. Member Bard expressed her appreciation for other members’ caution but urged that it be included with a qualifying statement rather than being left out entirely. Member Bramlett said the inquiry was a good one that seems to justify a further study but noted its problems include the erroneous description of some of the locations and expressed his discomfort with passing the information along as an Emerging Issue. Member Holtzclaw said that either or both of the suggested Emerging Issues may be important and should not be ignored at this stage. Member Cherry stated that the study was not discounted, as it is included in Key Points, noted that none of the findings from any of the studies were including in Emerging Issues, and asked if some point was lost that should make its way into Emerging Issues. Chairperson Hayes suggested it may be wise to wait until the September meeting when more is heard on the topic. Member Bard said it could be included in Recommendation number 1.c and Member Bornstein agreed and suggested the Council revisit it. Chairperson Hayes asked if the Council intends to recommend action by the Air District as that is how he sees the role of Recommendations. Member Bornstein suggested that it be Recommended for tracking. Member Lucks said that air toxics are within the jurisdiction of the Air District and further study and understanding of this issue is important despite the source not being a stationary one.

Brian Bunger, District Counsel, noted that tobacco smoke is an air toxic, all of which are within the jurisdiction of the Air District, but jurisdiction is limited to air toxics that emit from stationary sources, making regulation of tobacco smoke problematic. Member Lucks suggested otherwise. Mr. Bunger said the Air District lacks the necessary air toxics control measure and his uncertainty about whether the California Air Resources Board even has the authority. Member Lucks said that may be true but tobacco smoke having been recognized as an air toxic makes this a valuable piece of information. Member Bornstein suggested the Council acknowledge that Dr. Hildemann is shedding light on a topic worth watching for further developments.

Chairperson Hayes asked if there are any suggestions for Emerging Issues. Member Bramlett suggested leaving them as is with the addition to number 1 of “relative risk.” Chairperson Hayes agreed and reiterated the suggestion to move number 2 to the number 1 position. Member Altshuler noted that, regardless of the numbers, there is a clear correlation between outdoor and indoor air quality, the numbers provided indicate there is room for improvement in outdoor air quality, and asked how the Air District’s recommendation to occasionally shelter-in-place would play out with tobacco smoking indoors. Chairperson Hayes suggested a need exists to identify the relative risk of sources regardless of Air District regulatory authority and this is the single most significant Emerging Issue. Member Bard asked if the subject matter for the presentations in September is second hand smoke (SHS). Mr. Stevenson responded in the negative and said it is instead about exposure mitigation. Member Bard asked if the Air District wants the Council to delve into SHS exposure. Ms. Roggenkamp said that many cities and agencies are grappling with SHS and unless the topic is presented as a significant, regional issue that is going unnoticed, the
Air District is not likely to act. Member Altshuler noted that a number of cities were working on wood smoke before it became part of an Air District effort so perhaps SHS should be targeted by the Air District for the same reason. Ms. Roggenkamp noted that wood smoke comes from a source the Air District may regulate. Member Bornstein said that SHS is an Emerging Issue regardless of whether it becomes a Recommendation and that HVAC design and use, in addition to the lack of correlation between PM$_{2.5}$ and UFP, are Emerging Issues. Member Bornstein suggested, regarding number 1, that Dr. Hildemann’s comment be moved to Key Points.

Member Holtzclaw said the health risks of smoking are well known and it is understood that regulation cannot be promulgated to stop smoking, the effect of SHS on others can be, and today’s discussion goes to the persistent question of the dangers of SHS regardless of where it comes out in relation to motor vehicle exhaust and wood smoke and suggested the Air District has a responsibility, or at least an opportunity, to relay important health information even if regulation is not an option.

Member Lucks suggested an additional Recommendation in the form of an amendment to the Air District’s California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines regarding the inclusion of outdoor infiltration considerations when doing air quality analyses. Chairperson Hayes asked that the suggestion be held for the Council discussion on Recommendations.

Chairperson Hayes summarized the discussion about SHS.

Member Phillips asked what the final decision was regarding number 3. Member Cherry responded that the item will be moved to Dr. Nazaroff’s Key Points and the Council will seek clarification from the source of the information, if needed. Member Phillips asked if the volume of indoor UFP from outdoor sources is so greatly diminished during infiltration that the Air District will be prevented from regulating it. Chairperson Hayes responded that the Air District can regulate outdoor sources and it is a potential issue if there is infiltration by as much as 50% of the levels found outdoors. Member Phillips asked if it is a health hazard. Chairperson Hayes and Member Bramlett responded that the hazard question highlights the need to determine relative risks.

### Recommendations

Chairperson Hayes commended number 1. Member Bramlett agreed but suggested that gentler language be adopted throughout Recommendations until relative risk is firmly established. Member Bramlett suggested adding cigarette smoke to number 1.c, replacing “Work with” with “Encourage” in number 2, inserting “share its” after “The Air District should” in 2.a, inserting “Encourage regional agencies to” at the beginning of number 2.b, and inserting “Continue to investigate and, where appropriate,” at the beginning of number 3. Chairperson Hayes agreed but expressed a concern that the Council is delivering a number of pieces of a puzzle rather than a big picture view and that although this is an important issue, perhaps it is premature to be suggesting drastic changes in Air District priorities, and suggested changing or removing number 2.b as it seems too far advanced. Member Bornstein agreed with removing number 2.b. Member Altshuler suggested deleting the last part of the sentence in number 2.b., starting at “including” and Chairperson Hayes agreed.
Member Holtzclaw asked for the identity of the regional partners in number 2. Member Bramlett responded that he was unsure of their identities but agencies exist to whom this topic falls as a primary responsibility. Member Bornstein suggested replacing “Work with regional partners” with “Encourage regional cooperation.” Member Lucks suggested the insertion of a list of example agencies. Member Holtzclaw asked if it should be expanded to include engineering societies. Chairperson Hayes asked if the report is becoming overly specific. Ms. Roggenkamp said it is important not to use the phrase “regional agencies” as it has a very specific meaning that is inaccurate. Member Bard asked if “local governments” is more accurate. Ms. Roggenkamp said she is unsure and the best approach is being vague. Member Bornstein suggested merely “Encourage cooperation.” Member Bramlett said the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) study based on information from the eastern United States urged caution with any attempts at specificity. Member Bard said encouraging further research of UFP from fireplaces, woodstoves, barbeques and campfires should be added to Recommendations if it has not been made a Recommendation in a prior report. Member Bornstein asked if it should be inserted as number 1.c. Member Bard responded in the affirmative and suggested adding a Recommendation to track studies or information on the relative risk of outdoor UFP exposure, including SHS, which could be added to number 1.c or as a new number 1.d or 1.e, depending on the wording chosen. Chairperson Hayes suggested number 1.d may become overly broad and asked if it should be focused on SHS. Member Bard responded in the negative and said that the suggestion goes to an understanding of the relative risk of all the exposures. Member Bornstein said Chairperson Hayes is correct that the introductory portion of number 1 should include language about relative risk and number 1.d should focus solely on SHS. Member Bard agreed and suggested the insertion of “and outdoor” after “indoor” in number 1. Member Bornstein suggested “indoor and outdoor interactions” as that would retain the focus on indoor air quality but bring in the aspect of outdoor infiltration. Chairperson Hayes suggested instead that “indoor” be deleted. Member Bramlett said the meaning of number 1 will change in unintentional ways with the suggested revision. Member Bornstein said it is not advisable to delete “indoor” in light of the focus of the studies and suggested instead the insertion of “and outdoor interactions.” Chairperson Hayes said that number 1 is recommending further research to obtain data on relative risks. Member Bornstein suggested replacing “outdoors” with “outdoor infiltration” in number 3 and deleting “indoor” in number 1. Chairperson Hayes agreed.

Member Altshuler said that number 3.c does not read as a recommendation and it makes a claim regarding exceedences that may not be supported by the evidence. Member Bard suggested it may be an Emerging Issue. Member Cherry responded that it is a component of the public education Recommendation and that is why it is worded as a statement rather than a recommendation. Chairperson Hayes agreed. Member Altshuler agreed and said that SHS is a bigger problem than PM exposure and this may justify it being its own subject.

Member Lucks reiterated his suggestion for a Recommendation to amend the CEQA Guidelines, said it has value as a factor in making informed decisions in future projects and increasing the risk awareness, and provided example language. Chairperson Hayes asked if it is already included in part. Ms. Roggenkamp said that the CEQA Guidelines are intended to be helpful to cities and counties in analyzing issues, not a venue to assign research projects for the Air District’s benefit, and the Air District does not proceed in the way that Member Lucks is suggesting. Member Lucks said the impacts of climate change were disregarded for too long for
similar reasons. Ms. Roggenkamp said that the Air District needs to be able to provide or suggest the necessary tools for grappling with an issue. Member Lucks suggested the Recommendation will drive the Air District to do the necessary studies and perhaps the answer doesn’t need to be definitive in order to amend the CEQA Guidelines. Member Range disagreed, said the Air District has the responsibility to establish the justification for concluding there is a definitive health impact, it is clear from today’s discussion that too much is left undetermined, and a Recommendation would put a huge burden on the Air District, cities and counties to grapple with these issues without any tools.

Member Phillips suggested pollens are the primary culprit for respiratory ailments and they should be included in number 1.c and the different types of barbeque grill fuels should be called out because barbeque regulation in broad strokes will be very problematic. Chairperson Hayes agreed but suggested that specifics do not need to be called out. Member Phillips said that one never knows where research will lead.

Member Bard said barbeques producing smoke is an appropriate clarification, that barbeques, as well as wood burning generally, are ongoing issues that should be included in Recommendations, she appreciates the Guideline amendment suggestion, the Surgeon General has stated that no level of SHS is safe and that the effect on indoor air quality by SHS from outdoor sources is a real issue, particularly in multi-unit housing, and suggested the Air District condition grants to local governments on their having policies relating to smoke-free outdoor and multi-unit housing.

Chairperson Hayes called for the completion of the discussion regarding CEQA. Member Lucks suggested that if the climate change dialogue had advanced sooner then limited resources would not have been expended by local governments in defending themselves from unnecessary lawsuits and suggested a Recommendation to amend the CEQA Guidelines even if the amendment is imperfect. Chairperson Hayes agreed with Member Range and said that the Council does not have the ability to quantify the issue in a manner appropriate to amending the CEQA Guidelines. Member Lucks said climate change was the same. Chairperson Hayes said climate change took years to figure out and suggested the Council is at least as uninformed on UFP infiltration as it was on climate change and it is premature to recommend amendment to the CEQA Guidelines. Member Lucks said it is not merely UFP, but also ozone and other regulated ambient air components, infiltrating and the Air District has the authority to regulate. Member Range said the degree of information needed for regulating UFP is lacking. Member Lucks said that it is lacking in regards to other substances in CEQA. Member Range agreed but noted that the science behind climate change is of a more conclusive variety. Chairperson Hayes asked if the Council would prefer to add the CEQA Guidelines amendment to Recommendations. Member Brazil asked if it can be in Emerging Issues instead. Member Bramlett said that he lacks the understanding necessary to make a Recommendation but it is an important matter that should be tracked, perhaps by adding a Recommendation that the Air District consider studying the matter. Member Bornstein asked if it should be an Emerging Issue. Member Bramlett asked if there is even a basis for its inclusion there. Chairperson Hayes said it is premature and should be excluded. Member Bard said it should be included but was unsure of how best to do so. Chairperson Hayes directed Member Lucks to prepare proposed language for consideration at the next Council meeting. Ms. Roggenkamp suggested the topic may be adequately covered in Recommendations number 2.a.
Mr. Kendall clarified that the percentages provided by Dr. Nazaroff are an estimate of measurements of how much outdoor UFP infiltrates indoors.

The Council discussed the logistics of the delivery and Council consideration of the proposed language from Member Lucks regarding a Recommendation concerning the CEQA Guidelines.

Member Range noted a Recommendation from last year that was included in the Community Risk Reduction Plan and suggested that perhaps the topic of UFP would be better advanced via this avenue than through the CEQA Guidelines.

Member Bornstein suggested, regarding number 2, replacing “Bay Area climate” with “range of Bay Area climates” and suggested, regarding number 2.a, that “types and uses” be included somewhere.

Member Altshuler noted that UFP measurement is still evolving, conclusions about cause and effect and the health effects are still being formulated, and the Council does not want to issue Recommendations prematurely.

Chairperson Hayes said that it is important to consider the implications of Council Recommendations on current Air District work and the importance of integrating the identified UFP indoor and outdoor effects issues into the Air District’s PM$_{2.5}$ strategy as a Recommendation and recommended that it be inserted as number 2.

Member Bornstein suggested the Glossary include “µ” and amending the definition of “UFP” to include a measurement in microns.

Member Holtzclaw suggested the Glossary include “Second Hand Smoke (SHS)” and that “nm” include “(1 – 5 atomic diameters)” to provide a sense of scale for readers.

**Council Comments:** None.

**Public Comments:** None.

**OTHER BUSINESS**

3. **Council Member Comments/Other Business**

Chairperson Hayes explained that the next meeting of the Council, on July 11, 2012, must adjourn by 11 a.m. to accommodate other Air District business.

Member Bard reported that the EPA will be issuing a revised PM$_{2.5}$ standard on Thursday, June 14, 2012, and welcomed input on a car sharing program launch in her neighborhood.

Chairperson Hayes mentioned that the Air and Waste Management Association Annual Conference is next week and listed the Council members that will attend.
Chairperson Hayes, on behalf of the Council, and Ms. Roggenkamp, on behalf of staff, recognized Mr. Kendall for his years of service. Member Altshuler expressed his personal gratitude to Mr. Kendall for his contribution to the Council. Mr. Kendall addressed the Council and staff.

4. **Time and Place of Next Meeting:** Wednesday, July 11, 2012, Bay Area Air Quality Management District Office, 939 Ellis Street, San Francisco, CA 94109 at 9:00 a.m.

5. **Adjournment:** The meeting adjourned at 11:26 a.m.

/SG/ Sean Gallagher

Sean Gallagher
Clerk of the Boards